
Corporate To Constitutional Form of Government.
Lawsuit to move a State of the USCORP from the Corporate form of government back to being a State 
for the U.S. Republic as a Constitutional form of government.  

Where as: Government has willfully enacted codes & regulations in and up to quantities and singly to 
illegally nullify the Constitutional Rights & Natural Rights of all living men & women in the State of 
_______ and subordinate jurisdictions commonly referred to as Counties and Districts.  
Where as: Government has willfully and illegally enacted codes & regulations to be harmful to minor 
living children in all jurisdictions of the State of __________. 
Where as: Government has willfully in enacting codes & regulations with total disregard for the 
precedent of Marbury vs. Madison( 1803 `at all) and successive related rulings from the Supreme Court
of the United States For America, and, the Supreme Court of the United States of America. 
Where as: Government has willfully and illegally enacted codes & regulations to make government a 
superior entity over living men & women in the State of _______ and subordinate jurisdictions 
commonly referred to as Counties and Districts. Using propaganda and abuse of the public educations 
system amounting to continued, and, continuations of frauds.  
Where as: Law enforcement commands, their hired officers and officers of the courts has in the State of
__________ acted on frauds enacted as codes & regulations adherent to the Constitution and continue 
to do so. 
The above is just a preamble of first thought notes to create and outline. Where, IMHO- is where 
many, many more of us need to be in our thinking as Americans. Centered in our power as naturally 
born Americans. Rather than being Screaming Memie Shit Posters of low character. In other words, 
being in our full power as Americans is a whole lot scarier to government's position to overall cause 
much more pants shitting & panic. I do hope you can follow where that logic is going. Because if the 
majority are doing nothing BUT shit posting, government will consider all of us no threat. And will 
never change direction. Which currently is the fastest possible route away from being benevolent for 
The People or obedient of The People's wishes. 
The sad part in all this is that the "Home of the Brave" is truly on life support. It is only in our ''threat'' 
to use the constitution for it's intended purpose of restricting government that we have any chance of 
winning any ground. Yet, cowardice prevails to obstruct in gaining motivation and the winning 
knowledge for us to succeed. 
Not only must we break the established system. We must also move to the intended system in build 
mode of what was intended by our founding and distancing from Great Britain. Our original 
constitutions for a republic.  
The American Paper & Ink War. 
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WE HAVE a MAFIA, NOT a GOVERNMENT



Additional notes;

For those on the bandwagon for Patriot teamwork, some estimates for applying the above. 

Like most everything, there is always a core group that does most of the work. In this case you would 
need 5 solid people and the help of a constitutional law firm. Then an additional 1,200 or more people 
that are willing to contribute some work and some funds. So let's pick some assumptions to work with. 

1. Legal fees. While the not ideal one to put first on the list where motivation is concerned, we 
need to be practical. A legal budget of $300,000.00 should get you to the finish line. That's 
$250.00 times 1,200 people. 

2. We should assume a trust is established to oversee how the funds are distributed. This would be 
the core of 5 people. And it always should be a odd number of trustees that oversees the trust. 
To avoid dead lock on decision making. All 1,205 people are part of the trust. 

3. We should also assume that the ground work, research, has been done. That the core group ha 
enough knowledge of the US and their state's constitution to bring a grievance. A parking ticket 
or paying state income taxes is enough for the grievance. But you also have to know why that 
money leaving your pocket is wrong. 

4. We also must work this where each person is reimbursed at a minimum for what they put in. We
do not just have to do this for the salvation of a nation. So there should be a monetary penalty 
for what ever state you are bringing the lawsuit against. So multi million dollars is not unheard 
of. 

5. This process is 2 years and can take up to 6 years with appeals. This is not get you country back
tomorrow. But actual time in court through it all will be several days. There is more work in 
staying in touch with the whole trust of people and the law firm. And if it does pay out as a win,
it may be *$500,000.00 +/- per person. That depends on how the trust is set up, the amount in 
the lawsuit and the agreement with the law firm. (*1200 people times $500,000.00 = $600,000,000) 

I don't have sympathy for Americans that won't try. You're so lucky to have been born here. A team of 
1200 people in one state of our republic is really not that large. And as I said on the previous page, your
power as an American is tremendous. If you learn it. If you apply it.
I hope that you will consider joining The S2 Project as a member where you live. All of the above is 
just a quick look at the solutions we have for America. What ails our country can be solved with 
community and teamwork.  We've all seen what riots by a mob can do to a community. They seem 
untouchable, don't they? If you turn that 180 degrees around using teamwork, the rule of law and the 
power of your constitutional ink, the total opposite is true. Then you and yours become the 
Untouchables. We are a Republic. It's past time we put that forward.  


